Simultaneous immunophenotyping and FISH on fetal cells from maternal blood.
Current methods for the prenatal diagnosis of genetic disorders from fetal cells in the maternal circulation are restricted by maternal cell contamination and therefore must rely on the presence of features (such as Y-specific DNA sequences) absent from maternal cells. We have used density gradient centrifugation and magnetic-activated cell sorting to enrich maternal blood samples for fetal nucleated red cells. Mouse monoclonal antibodies for CD45 and CD32 were used to reduce the proportion of leukocytes. Unequivocal identification of fetal cells was achieved using an immunophenotypic test for fetal hemoglobin that allowed the simultaneous application of a diagnostic FISH analysis with chromosome-specific DNA probes. A positive diagnosis of female fetal sex (among other diagnoses) is thus possible even in the presence of an excess of maternal cells. The method, which appears to represent an advance over previous techniques, has considerable application in the development of noninvasive prenatal diagnosis from maternal blood.